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PART I: School Detail  

1. Name of your school: SMA 3 SEMARANG (SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL) 

2. Full address:  Jl. Pemuda No.149 Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia 

3. Postcode: 50132 

4. Country: Indonesia 

5. Telephone number :  062+024+3544287 

6. Fax number :   062+024+3544291 

7. Name of the Head Master/ Principal/ School Director: Bambang Nianto Mulyo 

8. Name of Teacher Coordinator: Arief Setyayoga 

9. Email address: yogahiro@gmail.com 

10. School website (if available): www.sman3-smg.sch.id  

11. Educational level : Senior High Grade 10 

12. Number of teachers in your school:    90 

13. Number of students in your school:  1200 
 
14. Please provide the name of teachers and students who were/have been involved in the planning and 

implementation of this school activity/programme on Values Education.  
 
Teachers:  
a) Arief Setyayoga 
b) Edi Susanto 
c) Muh Ikhwan 
d) Soleh Amin 
e) Rozikin 
f) Indah 
g) Mamik Lis Suwartin 
h) Ijas Yogaswari 

 
Students:  
a) Anjani Dhara S 
b) Tolistya N Abdullah 
c) Nibras Khairunnisa 
d) Putri Gayatri 
e) Yudhatama Dwi Putra 
f) Alya Prawita 
g) Irma Prasetya 
h) Fahmi Syarif 
i) Khusnul Zaki 
j) Adinda Mardania 
k) etc 

 

http://www.sman3-smg.sch.id/
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PART II: Information about the School’sValues Education Activity/Programme 
 
The information of part II from no.1 to 14should be no longer than nine (9) pages long of A4 in 
total. The information should be written in Times New Roman font, 11-12 point size.  
 
1. Title of the school’s programme 

 
LIVE IN; 

Living Together, Learning Together 
 
2. Summary of the programme  

 
 
Live in is a program which is designed to deploy students to certain villages to stay together with villager 
families for 3-4 days in order that they are able to learn how to live and survive in villages which have so 
many constraints and shortages compared to those in cities. While staying with the foster families the 
students are expected to learn what the foster parents do for their living.  
 
The programme is designed by our school and the implementation is done cooperatively with a local 
government of Kecamatan Patean (Patean District), Kendal Regency, Central Java. The district is chosen due 
to the weather which is fresh and cool and the reachable  distance which is of about 70 km from school. Not 
only due to its accessibilty, this area is selected due to the variety of people’s occupations and the villages’ 
condition which is accessible by car and and  representing the mixture of poor and middle income families. 
The deployment usually takes place in the Kantor Camat (District Head Office). 
 
After the deployment, the students are placed in the  foster parents’ houses which are selected with some 
certain criteria. The foster  parents must have a job or regular activity to make a living. Their housing and 
living condition are not too poor but not too rich. The selction of the foster parents to-be is conducted by the 
District Staff and our school team will continue the selection by conducting a field survey. Based on our 
data,  the selected foster parents have different occupational backgrounds such as farmers (paddy, corn, 
coffee, and guava), animal breeders (chicken, cows, goats, ducks), workers (rubber plantation, husbandary), 
and sellers (fruit, herbs, emping, bean curd).  Due to the job diversity, each student will learn many ways of 
living depending on what job the foster parents have.  The purpose of selecting the job variety is to provide 
the students with different experiences when they have sharing activity which is done in the aftrenoon or 
evening  or as soon as they finish the day-to-day activities.  No office workers are  selected as  the foster 
parents because such an occupation has been common in cities and has not been challenging for the students.  
 
Each foster  parents can only have 2 students of the same sex so that they can communicate, discuss  and 
learn the activities everyday. Commucation which is is also new thing that students can learn with their host 
parents and their neighbours. They discuss  and plan together what they are going to do the next days. The 
students have to write everything on the a diary they have been provided with. 
 
What the students do with the host parents is that they get socialized with the members of the host parents’ 
family and the neighbours they stay with. Besides, the students will help the parents do their daily activities 
and learn how the host parents together with the family members do their daily households. As for instances, 
if the host parents are farmers the students will go to the ricefiled together with them. If the foster parents are 
animal breeders, the students will help them find grass or other leaves to feed the cattle. In a student report it 
is written that some students even had to walk for few kilometeres following their parents whose job was 
selling herbs. 
 
All the above activities are done during day time. In the afternoon or evening – depending on the village 
condition- the students have a sharing activity done in one of the foster  parents’ houses or in the village hall 
or sometimes surau (little mosque) nearby. This sharing is used to share experiences and the activities they 
have done along the day. Sometimes one or two villagers or host parents are invited to share their activities 
with their “kids” on that day. Sharing also becomes a very impressive  event since some of them sometimes 
share different experiences  and sometimes very touching ones so that the teller drop his/her tears and so do 
the listeners. For the teachers, it serves as an evaluation section to improve their activities and performances  
the next days 
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After 4 days living in the villages, the programme is over and the students come back to school. As the 
further evaluation students should write their experiences during their 4 day stay with their foster parents in a 
complete report completed with photos and their hand-written diaries. 
 
3. Background information or reasons why the school created this programme 

  
 
The occupational backgrounds and income generating of people living in cities is different from those in 
villages; therefore, economical conditions,  customs, and daily habits are also different.Unarguably, 
urban people live more prosperously with better and more advanced facilities than that in rural areas.  
 
Students living and studying in cities have never experienced a hard and uncomfortable living in 
villages. The easy better facilities make everything be at hand and often result in individualist and 
selfish urban culture. Exposing daily to such a living atmospre gradually affects on students’ behaviour  
which sometimes does not represent the Indonesian characters.  
 
There are many things which degrade students’ moral, such as juvenile delinquency, drugs, and 
other habits which make our youngsters go beyond high respected moral values. Besides, citizens’   
habits like high business tension, social problems, pollutions etc. make students sick of the city life.  
 
The condition  is  very different from that of rural life. The fresh and clean environment is 
something different that urban people always dream about, but almost difficult to reach due to their 
unhealthy living habits. Additionaly, rural life relationship  make people learn about and respect  
togetherness,  manner,  honesty, and  other moral values. They always work hard on everything, be 
grateful on what they have got, and appreciate others. 
 
Developing  those characters onto the students’ life is the emphasis of the Indonesian education curretly. 
To implement the  idea of building characters, SMA 3 Semarang is making an action by deploying 
students to enter “a real life laboratory” in villages. This laboratory will put the students in a real 
situation which practices them to experience real life learning with villagers by living together and 
learning together with their foster parents. This expectedly provides students with two kinds of values: 
life values and cultural values.  
 
With this program it is expected that upon returning to school the students will have more understanding 
about people’s life and adopt it to school life and their own life as well. Not only life values, students 
will also have better undersanding about cultural life. Furthermore, they will improve their attitudes 
towards studying, respect to other people to build strong characters which, in turn, will create better 
school culture. In short, better attitudes will create strong characters, wherease the strong characters will 
result in a conducive learning school culture. 
 
 
4. School vision, mission and core values  

   
 
School Vision   : Becoming the best International Standardized High School in Indonesia  
                            by prioritizing quality and  personality based on the national culture 
 
School Mission: Developing students potential to achieve a successful and productive life, 
                           and having good attitude with an interactive, creative, innovative, and joyful learning 
 
School Core Values:    - Religious 

                                      - Honest and Possessing Integrity  
                                      - Focus on Customers/Clients 
                                      - Competent, Friendly and Joyful 
                                      - Creative, Innovative, and Sustainable Learning 
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5. Objectives/goals of the programme  
 
1. To build students’ characters so that they have high  social sensitivity to solve some life issues 

considering constraints  and limitations. 
2. Students are able to learn the moral values from every life phenomenon. 
3. Students  are able to  make a reflection on the peoples’ real life in the village so that they will 

have some overview to develop the rural area where they livein. 
4. Students have a provision for their future.    
5. Students are able to develop better cooperation when living together in order to cope with life 

problems independently. 
6. Student are practiced to have a feeling of  gratitude  for their better life they have in the city than 

what they have experienced in villages. 

 
6. Values that the school aims for within the programme and/or definitions   

 
 
The Live In programme aims at the following values: 

1. Togetherness 
2. Respect 
3. Discipline 
4. Hardworking 
5. Cooperation 
6. Gratefulness 
7. Creativity 
8. Honesty 
9. Care and sensitivity 
10. Love and peace 
11. Never give up 

 
 
7. Period of the time when the programme was or has been implemented    

 
 
The Live In is an annual program which is usually scheduled in January  when the ten grade students do 
not have classes due to the XII graders’ examination. This 4-day programme has been conducted since 
2009.  
The first day is for the student deployemnt and introduction to the foster parents and host families. The 
second and third days are usually planned to do field activities with the foster parents. The fourth day is 
for farewell ceremony with people in villages and returning to school. 

 
8. Activities (Actions and strategies of implementation)  

 
 
There are rules and agreements that should be followed by students. 

1. Mobile phone is not allowed. 
2. Only small money is allowed to be taken. 
3. Parents are not allowed to see and fetch students. 
4. Missing even a single day during the programme is supposed to resign. 
5. Using or borrowing motorcycle in villages is prohibited. 
6. In case of emergency, see the escorting teachers. 

 
The first day 
On the first day student were deployed to the site place in villages of Patean District which was about 2 
hour trip by bus. Arriving at the villages, there  was a small welcoming ceremony by the Camat (District 
Head) introducing the villages staff and the Kepala Desa (Village Head). Finishing the ceremony 
students were deployed to the appointed villages. Arriving at the village, usually centered at the village 
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hall, the students were welcomed by their foster parents and taken home together with them. The 
deployment finished and students started living together with their  “new parents”.  
 
In the afternoon or sometimes evening all students in each village had an informal meeting as a sharing 
program. In this sharing each student was telling their experience and sometimes problems he/she had 
on that day. During sharing time an escort  teacher was accompanying them to listen and have comment 
and evaluation. 
 
The second and third day 
These two days were planned to do activities with the foster parents either in the field or home. The 
students helped the parents do their daily activities and learn how the host parents together with the family 
members did their daily households. As for instances, if the host parents are farmers the students will go to 
the ricefiled together with them. If the host parents are animal breeders, the students will help them find 
grass or other leaves to feed the cattle. In a student report it is written some students even walked for few 
kilometeres following their parents whose job was selling herbs. 
 
In the afternoon or evening – depending on the village condition- the students had a sharing activity done in 
one of the host parents’ houses or in the village hall or sometimes surau (little mosque) nearby. In this 
sharing, again,  each student shared experiences and the activities they had done along the day. Sometimes 
one or two villagers or foster parents were  invited to share their activities with their “kids” on that day. 
Sharing also became  a very impressive  event since some of them sometimes shared different experiences  
and sometimes very touching ones so that the teller dropped his/her tears and so did the listeners.  
 
Some students said that they could do some other activities like cooking their meal, preparing hoes for 
farming,  walking for a mile away to go to the field, bathing cows in the river etc. Other students taught Al 
Quran after evening pray, played soccer with their neighbouring kids in the field, cooked some traditional 
cakes together with her host mothers. All of these are newexperiences  they have never done at home or 
school. 
 
For the teachers, it serves as an evaluation section to improve their activities and performances  for the 
following day. 
 
The fourth day 
It was the last day for students to live together with the foster parents and they were about to leave them 
soon. There was a small ceremony in the village hall led by lurah (the village head). A student was appointed 
to share his experience during their 4-day stay. It became a very touching moment due to the sad feeling they 
shared after staying together. Eventhough, it was very short  both parents and students shared the same 
feeling and had been very close one another.  
 
Finishing the ceremony, the students left the village and returned to SMA 3 Semarang with one assignment 
left: report writing. Report is used for teachers’ evaluation and reflection for the coming year  Live In. 
 
Apart from this programme “Live In Living Together, Learning Together”, the school teach 
values to students through other subjects, extra curricular activities and daily practices as follows          
 
1. Through other subjects 
 
As it is mentioned in the attached lesson plan, one of the learning objectives is to develop: 

1. Character 
Through student centered method in the learning process, students show their honesty, 
responsibility, creativity and independence. 

 
These characters are developed in the learning activities done in the classroom as for instances: 
- Students are asked to find any activities using a certain procedure.  Procedure is method or the way 

to do something like: How to plant cassava, how to breed chicken etc. Students are expected to 
search such a text in the magazines or from the internet. 
This activity is to develop students’ curiosity.  

- Students are asked to work in group to create a procedure text. Students are paired and work together 
to write a simple procedure text.  
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This is to develop students’ honesty,  responsibility, togetherness, and independence.  
- Students are asked to make a project in group of 4 or 5. With the group, students are designing a 

short video on how to make something. They can be the actors or they can film other people.  
It is to develop the students’ creativity, togetherness and cooperation. 

- Students are asked to do a Role Play. The Role Play is telling a story about a villager who finally 
become a succesful businessman in the city. He is now spreading his business in his village and 
recruiting the villagers as his employees.  
This activity is developing not only students’ creativity but also students’ care and sentitivity when 
they have to act as a farmer, village leader, entrepreneur, minister, housewife, career woman, labour 
or some other professions. In this part they have to act as if they were the person in the role playing.  

 
2. Through extracurricular activities 
 
There are some extracurricular activities to develop some characters. 
- Boyscout and school patrol (PKS) are used to develop students’ discipline and hardworking. In these 

clubs students are rehearsed to march, build awareness towards nature people and environment. They 
also undergo training on patriotism, and survival. 

- Japanese Club, English Club are some extras to develop students’ creativity, togetherness, respect, 
and cooperation. In these club the students practice creating movies with their own ideas, 
understanding different cultures and communicating with people from different cultures and 
nationalities. 

- Scinece camp, English camp, and character building camp, are used to build students’ curiosity, 
discipline, hard working, togeteherness, cooperation, respect and never-give-up sense. 

- Social care is usually practicing the students’ togetherness, respect, gratefulness, honesty, care and 
sensitivity, and love and peace. This activity is done during semester holiday by visiting orphanages 
and homes for the old ages and staying there for few days. The students are assigned to help the 
needy and old people to live their daily life apart from their families. This way will help students 
respect and care of other people. 
 

3. Through daily practices 
 
- Religious activities is usually practicing togetherness, respect, gratefulness, honesty, care and 

sensitivity, love and peace and never give-up sense. The supporting activities usually done by 
students are daily prayers, commemorating Pilgrim/Haj and islamic new year. 

- SMART (Smile, Respect, and Total care) Programme is to encourage students implant daily habits 
and customs in order that they will be part of the students’ characters  and school culture. The 
practiced activities  are  shaking hand when they meet teachers anywhere, and after the class finishes, 
blood donation  etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. Teaching strategies or pedagogies used for teaching values in the school  
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There are some strategies used for teaching values. 

1. Verbal 
2. Non Verbal  
3. Classroom teaching 

 
Verbal strategy is developing the power of words, slogans, banners and other materials which can be 
seen or heard by students and the teachers as well so as to remind and motivate them to act. 
The followings are the examples: 
- SMART (Smile, Respect and Total Care); to motivate the readers to smile when meeting othe 

people, to respect them whoever they are, and to care and assit them when they need help. 
- Honesty is the best policy; to motivate the readers to be always honest any time and anywhere. 
- Beauty, Brain and Behaviour will perfect your life; to remind the readers to keep clean and beautiful, 

to learn more and improve knowlede and use brain for good deeds, and to promote excellent 
behaviour to make our life better and fruitful. 

 
Non Verbal is an activity of doing  real action as the implementation of our knowledege and 
understanding. 
The followings are some examples: 
- Separating waste and rubbish into three categories organic, unorganic and green wastes and 

composting  to recycle the organic wastes. Some other programs are Planting 1000 thousand trees, 
Workshop on reusing unused materials, Car/motor free day, Graffity on the unwell treated wall,  
River cleaning, etc. 

 
- Classroom teaching strategy is accomplished by designing classroom activities in such a way that 

they will inspire both teachers and students develop values and characters while studying the school 
subjects. 

- The teaching strategies are developed based on the teaching syllabus. As mentioned in the syllabus 
all competences students should master are broken down into some indicators representing the 
values, attitudes and aptitude they should develop by the end of the class. The teaching values are 
vividly written in the teaching indicators. For complete samples,  see the attachments. 

 
In the classroom implementation, teachers should develop the stipulated indicators into students’ 
activities. The following are some examples: 
- In English class, one of the topic is the favourite place to live in. The teacher is developing an 

activity to design a rural environment which is free from pollution. This is inspired by the Live In 
programme the students have joined.  This is promoting love peace and environmental care values.  

- For economy class, the teacher is designing an activity to design a small business which  is profitable 
for a small family in rural areas. This is to promote hard working and creative values.  

- There are some other classes developing some certain values. 
 
Besides, SMA 3 Semarang also designs ambassador approach programme. This approach is done by 
encouraging core students joining the MPK (like student association) to be the ambassadors for the 
character building. They must behave appropriately, promote the values to their friends, and become the 
good models for other students. This seems to be more successful since the  students  can 
commmunicate  one another with their hearts: no high emotion, no pressure. 
 
 
10. Programme monitoring and evaluation mechanisms and summary of results  

 
Programme monitoring and evaluation mechanisms:  
 
The monitoring programme is conducted by the home-room teacher  using the observation checklist. 
The checklist consists of statemet related to the values developed during the Live In.  It is be-weekly 
evaluation and the teacher is observing by asking question or seeing the students’ reaction or response to 
the  questions. 
(See attachment) 
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Summary of results:   
Among the ten values which are disigned to develop honesty is the one which the improvement is still 
low. The indication is that in some cases, as for example leaving classes for washing hands, they use the 
permission inappropriately. 

 
11. Resources used for programme implementation  

 
 
The resources come from the government, parents and third parties. In the beginning, all resources go to 
the government fund. The following years parents are asked for their contributions due to the limited 
government budget.  
 
 
 
 
12. List of partners, local government bodies, companies or development agencies who have 

participated in the planning and implementation, including their roles in the 
activity/programme.      
 

Name of Partners  Roles or contributions 
a) Parents Sharing funds for the programme 
b) Teachers Guiding and escorting students on site 
c) District Government of Patean Support for the communication between school 

and the village heads 
d) Patean District Staff  Assisting the deployment, preparing the foster 

parents’ data 
e) Patean people Support for being foster parents, helping and 

guiding students  
f) Lurah (Village Head) in Patean Giving information and motivating people to be 

foster parents  
g) Satpol PP (Local Police) Assisting the safety and guide 
  
 
13. Benefits/Impacts/positive outcomes of the activity/programme to teachers, students, parents 

and the community  
 

The positive outcomes of live in program  
For students: 

1. Students become more independent. 
2. Students get the moral values from the life of rural community. 
3. Students feel more grateful with what they have nowadays. 
4. Students become more caring for and aware of the environment. 
5. Students know how useful it is living in togetherness and helping one another. 
6. Students know about Indonesian culture in different areas. 
7. Students do not spend their money for useless things. 
8. Students learn that they must appreciate one another to live together. 

 
For teachers: 

1. Teachers know more about how to teach students in more fun ways. 
2. Teachers feel more grateful with what they have had. 
3. Teachers know how to handle unpredictable situation in villages. 

 
For parents and comunity 

1. They learn how to serve the students living in a city. 
2. They feel happy living together with somebody new. 
3. They feel proud of being “parents and teachers” for city people. 
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4. They believe their village become more popular 
 
14. Proof of achievement from students, teachers and the community 

 
 
Become the model school for character building in 2011. 
 

 
15. Plan for sustainability and plan for the future  

 
Plan for sustainability:   
 
For futur plan, improvemnet should be done in some ways. 
1. Survey for the foster parents-to-be should be done more accurately to avoid misplacement. 
2. Students should be prepared better  mentally. 
3. Communication should be continually done with both the local government and the foster parents. 
4. Students need to learn and understand local language to avoid miscommunication with the foster 

parents. 
 
 
16. List of attachments such as a copy of the school plan, learning/ teaching materials, samples of 

student worksheet, manual, etc. If the attached materials are in the local language, please provide a 
brief description in English language.   
   

Attachment 1)  Value Checklist  
Attachment 2)  Lesson Plan Procedure 
Attachment 3) ……………..  
Attachment 4) ……………. 
Attachment 5) …………. … 
Attachment 6) ……………. 
 
 
17. Photos related to the activity/programme  (Maximum of 10 photos with captions in English)  
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Planting corn in the farm 
 

 
 
The condition of the village 
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(Students help their foster parents revoke the cassava ) 
 

 
 
(students learn how to make traditional food called emping) 
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(students are helping wrap guava with plastic bags) 
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The boy students are helping their foster parents make some food to sell around the village) 
 
 
(Caption in English) 
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(gathering at night time  for sharing the activities) 
 

 
 
(boy students are bathing  in the river with the local people) 
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(students say goodbye to their foster parents before returning to the city and going back to school) 
 

 
 
 
(Helping father feed the cows) 
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Front Main Building  
This school was built  
in 1877 by  
the Ducth government 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Green Environment 
Some plants and gardens 
are available surrounding  
the buildings to make  
the school green and fresh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Classroom Building 
There are 8 separate buildings 
for the classrooms with 
the green plants in the  
surroundings 
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Regular Classroom 
Each classroom is furnished by  
LCD projector and multimedia  
computer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Media Room 
This room is used mostly 
for presentation meeting  
or guest presentation. 
School guests and other important 
conferences or workshops 
are placed in this room. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Language Laboratory 
This room is not only for  
English class but also other  
language classes like 
Japanese and Frech 
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Library 
With thousands collections 
of books, library is not only used  
for reading room only, 
but also for study room 
and research room. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dancing Room 
Dance is a compulsory subject, 
and usually is taught in this room. 
Students learn both traditional  
and modern dances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TRRC (Teacher Research and  
Reference Centre) 
This room, furnished with 
comuter and LCD projector,  
is used for teachers’ 
study room and reaserach room. 
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Principal Room 
From this room, the school programs 
and activities are controlled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sport Court 
This court, surrounded by green trees, 
is used for sport exercises and 
student outdoor performances 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rubbish boxes 
Rubbish and wastes are separated  
based on their classification; 
organic and non organic 

 

 

 


